
 

 
Below you will find a compilation of the chat notes submitted by members during the call. Be sure to check the 
USASF Connection app for daily tips, resources, and idea-sharing with programs across the country. 
 

 
USASF All Regions Call, Monday, December 7th, 2020 

COVID updates 

Rules cycle for cheer and dance 

Unified reporting form and list of ineligible members 

Availability of Connection Leaders as Guest Speakers for YOUR Program 

Virtual Recording Tips from Cheer Replay 

Current link on CDC website regarding the decreased quarantine possibilities: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/quarantine.html  
 
Rules Cycle 
2021-22 was originally scheduled to be a rules cycle change year for cheer. However, due to COVID-19 we have 
decided to postpone the rules change cycle until the 2022-23 season.  
 
Unified Reporting 
USA Cheer and U.S. All Star Federation announced earlier this week the launch of a unified athlete safety reporting 
process, as well as a temporarily and permanently ineligible list, which will provide a robust athlete safety 
infrastructure readily available across the entire cheer community. This new unified resource, as well as additional 
athlete safety information, can be found at www.usasf.net under the Safe Sport menu. 
 
What is something you have learned or implemented during Covid that you are going to continue? 
#pandemicPERKS 

● Virtual practices 
● Zoom parent meetings 
● Fogging my gym with disinfectant each night instead of weekly 
● The ability to do things virtually if weather is an issue 
● Lobby hours are limited 
● How important cleanliness is! 
● Virtual technique with other instructors around the world 
● Cleaning the gym daily, ZOOM meetings and practices .. no more absences! Team building and relationships 

is the key!! they come to us for way more than cheer and dance 
● Continued to take ballet classes with outside agencies weekly on zoom in addition to our technique 
● Zoom parent meetings, practices, etc! Also, closed parent area has been very nice. Keeping on top of 

cleaning the gym daily is definitely something that we want to continue to do.  
● We have really been doing a lot of outreach for technique in addition to our staff classes 
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Do you need a Guest Speaker to lift your spirits or that of your staff or athletes?  If so, submit this form and we 
will match you with a  Guest speaker.  
https://usasf.formstack.com/forms/owner_request_connection_leader_mentorship?fbclid=IwAR3kltqbxDZ0TiVf915
pnDpsak02a_ZIwzjJBz1nw3PW0L-8xO4Cd1wForU  
 
Virtual event filming suggestions: 

● Take an extra strip of mat, and stand it on its side and border the back of the floor so you have a clean view 
of the back of the floor! Makes a big difference! 

● From a judge’s perspective, be sure backdrop color doesn’t match uniforms/costumes. All we’ll see are 
floating heads, hands, feet. 

● We elevated the camera on the ladder.  Virtual was very demanding and required a level of mental 
toughness from the athletes to be able to get it all done but I think it is possible if you are willing to put in 
the time. 

● Always do a test run!! 
● I also think it was helpful to set a limit on how many times you will run the routine/how much time on 

routine when I have so many dancers who are CC. The amount of time we were given was adequate but it 
does take a lot of time to do hair, makeup, etc. for some of our dancers 9 different times. 

● Keep the crowd comments and visibility off-screen! And no not have staff jumping up and down in view of 
the camera - distracting! 

● Panel mats can also hide the mirrors on the sides or back; that was also distracting as I was watching a few 
teams yesterday 

● Make sure the recording camera is getting audio too! 
 
Tim O'Brien from Cheer Replay addresses tips for virtual competition videotaping and presentation 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ju2jZz1jrAs  
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